AWSA PROPOSED RULE CHANGES 2021
Below are the proposed rule changes which will be brought up at Regional and
National AWSA meetings. Please feel free to discuss these with your
representatives.
PROPOSAL 1: Rule 1.01D Changed some examples of AWSA administrative vs
skiing conditions between AWSA and IWWF.

D. IWWF class events (L & R) conducted under USA Water Ski & Wake
Sports (USA-WSWS) sanctioning will be conducted administratively
by applying AWSA rules and, in instances where skiing conditions are
affected, by applying IWWF rules. when different from AWSA.
1. The intention is that performances, considered for placement on world
ranking lists or for world records, be conducted under conditions identical to
events conducted elsewhere in the world (i.e. a level playing field).
2. Examples of administrative issues where AWSA rules would apply:
a. Tournament Entry Registration
b. Tie breaking rules at Nationals, Regionals, and
State tournaments
c. Tow rope specifications or skier supplied allowances.
d. Starting line lengths.
2.
Examples of skiing conditions where IWWF rules would
prevail:
a. Trick falls before the course.
b. Number of flips scored in a trick run.
c. Waiver of conditions encountered in jump.
d. Reride actions in jump.
e. Tow Rope specifications.
Rationale: Still confusion regarding when to use the different sets of rules. Hope
this helps.

PROPOSAL 2: 1.13 TOURNAMENT REPORTING Revise the Ranking list
function to apply #4 when there are three or more scores but the average of
two E/L/R scores doesn’t result in a penalty so can be used as the ranking
score.
….If the skier has two or more scores, then the Ranking List Score will be the
highest of the following possibilities.
1. The best single score with penalty for that one score according to
the chart above;

2. The average of the best two scores with penalty for those two
scores according to the chart above;
3. The average of the best three scores with no penalty.
4. The average of the best two Class E/L/R scores.
Rationale: Since there is no penalty applied to two Class E/L/R scores, those
scores can be used for ranking list percentiles.
PROPOSAL 3: 1.14 The Escalation Process rule changes were approved at
the BOD meeting in Aug 2020.
1.14 Tournament Review - Escalation Process
After the completion of a tournament, if information regarding any conduct
during a tournament is raised within 30 days, that concern or issue
shall be reported directly to the Chief Judge of the tournament and the
Regional EVP. The Chief Judge in consultation with the Appointed
Judges (including Pan-Am Judge if applicable) shall review the issue
and take appropriate action within 10 days, by responding in writing
to the individual who raised the issue and copying and inform the
Regional EVP of actions taken.
If the issue is unresolved, The Regional EVP including the Regional
Council and Regional AWSA Directors shall review the issue and take
appropriate action within 15 days by responding in writing to the
individual who raised the issue and copying the AWSA President.
The AWSA President can accept the findings of the Regional Council
as final or appoint a special committee to review the actions and
recommend a course of action for vote by the AWSA Board of
Directors.
Actions, at any review level, may include disallowing affected scores,
events or the entire competition may be withheld from the ranking
lists and/or the sanction for the entire tournament may be
downgraded.
The intention of this rule is to assure that appropriate standards of
conduct are maintained at tournaments and to assure that only
performances conducted using appropriate standards are included in
any ranking list. Conduct encountered at a tournament which are in
violation of the rules under which the tournament was conducted shall
not be tolerated.

This procedure may also be initiated by the Chief Judge of the tournament,
the applicable Regional EVP, AWSA President, Chair of the AWSA Rules
Committee, the Chair of AWSA Technical Committee, Chair of Judges &
Scorers Committee, or Chair of AWSA Drivers Committee. The process
outlined above begins with the Chief Judge and Regional EVP unless
they are the subject of the issue or conduct, in which case the first
level of review shall escalate to the next level.
Also includes this rule change:
15.06 Technical Requirements
D.1.f. The video/data file shall be uploaded to the AWSA website
(Technical Controller Resources – EC Video) as soon as possible
(within 7 days is expected) after the competition. Alternatively, the
video file can be loaded to a USB thumb drive and forwarded to a
designated Regional representative who will upload the file to the
AWSA website. The Regional Council may cancel results that do not
conform to Rules (1.12) (10.07) and (15.06). In addition, the
scorebook and tournament results may be withheld from posting
until such time as the video file is uploaded to the website.
Rationale: Due to some circumstances where issues have come up at tournaments
this process was instituted so that certain steps are followed to resolve. This was to
be used in theory and reviewed after the ski season.

PROPOSAL 4: 3.03 Eliminate L10 for all divisions/all events.
Rationale: Have continued to run across issues with computer programming
and logistics when putting into place. While many have approved of the idea
of having the top skiers out of the age division ranking list, others felt that it
wasn’t right to force anyone into that level. Unfortunately, the overall
process could not be programmed into the AWSA ranking list. Overall skiers
have been happy to have an option to get a chance at overall along with an
Elite title which will still stand but now skiers will have to choose which
overall they are skiing for at local or ranking list tournaments.
3.03 Elite Division Competition
A. Elite Divisions: There shall be two Elite Divisions of competition:
1. The Open Division may be entered by any skier of any age who is
Open Qualified.
2. The Masters Division may be entered by any skier age 35 or greater
who is Masters Qualified.
B. Open Qualification:

A skier of any age shall be ELIGIBLE to compete in the Open Division
in an event (or in Overall) if his ranking score in any reported division
for that event equals or exceeds the Level 9 Cutoff ranking score for
that event on any date within the last twelve months.
C. Masters Qualification:
A skier age 35 or greater shall be ELIGIBLE to compete in the Masters
Division in an event (or in Overall) if his ranking score in any reported
division for that event equals or exceeds the Level 9 Cutoff ranking
score for that event on any date within the last twelve months.
D. Duration:
Skiers will maintain their Level 9 Open or Masters qualification status if
their ranking score in any reported division for that event equals or
exceeds the Level 9 Cutoff ranking score for that event on any date
within the past 12 months.
E. Elite Overall Provisions:
1. GENERAL: A skier having an OVERALL Elite qualification may compete
in the Elite Division in any of the three events, even if an Elite
qualification is not held for the individual event.
2. Skiers, who have an Elite ranking in Overall and wish to compete in
Overall, may choose to ski in their age division or in their Elite division
for Overall. A skier who is Open qualified in one or two events and
also 35+(Masters) may ski for Overall in the Masters Division, if
overall Masters qualified, as an age division skier as defined in rule
3.03F3 and 3.03F4. This applies ONLY to the Masters Division.
3. TOURNAMENTS WITH PLACEMENT: Skiers with a level 9 qualification in
one or two events and skiing in a tournament with placement, such as
Regional or National tournaments, and skiing for age division Overall
may ski in the Elite division for placement and must also ski a second
time in their age division event, for Overall score purposes only, if
desiring to compete for age division Overall placement. If skiing for
Elite division Overall, skiers may ski in age division for placement in
any event and, also ski a second time in the skiers’ Elite division in
that event for overall score purposes only.
4. TOURNAMENTS WITHOUT PLACEMENT: At all other tournaments,
skiers must compete in same division in all three events to
attain an overall score.
F. Determination of Elite Cutoff Scores:
1. WHEN: The Open and Masters Cutoff ranking scores shall be
determined each day, from the distributions of ranking scores in each
event on that day.
2. OPEN CUTOFFS: The Open Cutoff (Level 9) ranking score for each
event shall be the lowest ranking score in Level 9 as determined by
the collection of skiers in that event with ranking scores in the M1, M2,

and OM divisions for men and the W1, W2, and OW divisions for
women.
3. MASTERS CUTOFFS: The Masters Cutoff (Level 9) ranking score for
each event shall be the lowest ranking score in Level 9 of the collection
of skiers in that event with ranking scores in the M3, M4 and MM
divisions for men, and the W3, W4 and MW divisions for women.
4. GOVERANCE: The percentile targets for Levels 9 shall be set by the
Skiers Qualification Committee in accordance with directives approved
by the AWSA board.
5. DUAL RANKINGS: If a particular skier has rankings in more than one
of the divisions in either of these collections for an event, that skier
shall only be counted once for that collection, with the higher of those
scores.
PROPOSAL 5: 6.01 National Tournament
A. The Chief Judge, and Assistant Chief Judges, and the Qualifications Judge
shall be three-event Senior Judges appointed by the AWSA President.
PROPOSAL 6: Rule 6.05
6.05 Disagreement
In any disagreement among judges, the majority rules, and all issues shall
should be settled before the next contestant starts.
PROPOSAL 7: 9.01, 10.01C, 11.01 Add one minute to each scratched skier
at dock under Jump, Slalom and Trick if needed?
Add to 9.01, 10.01C, 11.01: …… Any contestant who fails to be on
immediate hand and in condition to ski when the boat is ready for the
contestant shall not be allowed to ski in that round of the event.
However, the Chief Judge or his designee, may grant up to three
additional minutes for emergencies developing or discovered just prior
to the contestant’s turn to ski (e.g., ripped binding). In the case
where a skier has been disqualified or has scratched, a oneminute delay shall be granted to the next skier in the starting
order. If more than one skier has been disqualified or has
scratched, the time allotted to the next skier shall be one
minute for each skier disqualified or scratched.
Rationale: This could help skiers who might not have been aware that
several skiers missed their event causing a “snow ball” effect.
PROPOSAL 8: 7.05 Protests
Protests shall be considered only for failure of the tournament committee or
the officials to comply with these rules. No protest shall ever be considered on

judgment decisions by the judges except as noted in 10.08F and 11.09D
which are considered challenges.
Rationale: More clarification that challenges are allowed and not considered
protests regarding certain rules.
PROPOSAL 9: Eliminate rule 9.08F:
F. Meter Readers or Masterboard Operator: If using meter stations, rated
judges shall be assigned where possible. When not possible, a non-rated,
competent person may be used.
Rationale: Already moved most of this verbiage to the TC Manual and will
move this also.
PROPOSAL 10: 9.13B Scoring Ties: In the case where two or more skiers
have the same official score above zero, the skier with the longest metric
distance (if available) shall be declared the winner. In the event a tie exists,
it shall be run off as provided under Rule 9.14.
Rationale: When jumpers have tied with a score of zero there has been the
question of whether there should be a runoff or not. By having a score
above zero there is no need to runoff since it isn’t considered a tie.
PROPOSAL 11: Remove 9.12A since it says the same thing as 9.03E.
9.03 E The outcome of each attempt shall be communicated to the skier,
including the distance and any reride possibilities, before the boat
proceeds to any subsequent attempt by the same skier.
9.12A ……..The approximate distance ( two feet) shall be
communicated to the skier after each scoring jump, before the boat
approaches the course for a subsequent jump by that same skier.
Rationale: Same intent in different paragraphs, removed one.

PROPOSAL 12: Same wording in two places makes the intent confusing.
10.06B1. A skier may elect to start at a speed higher than his division
maximum speed, up to his respective Open Division maximum speed, and
may not return to his division maximum speed on subsequent passes. Any
passes skied at that higher speed shall receive credit for buoys as though
they were being run at his division maximum speed.
2. In Class C tournaments, the skier may opt to ski at higher maximum
speeds, up to 58kph (36mph) for male divisions and 55kph (34.2) for female
divisions, excluding juniors, at their discretion. In this case, the skier shall
receive credit for the buoys run at the higher speed.

10.06C. A skier may start his run anywhere in the matrix shown in 10.06(g)
below, subject only to the maximum speeds for their division as stated in
10.06B. The age division maximum speeds shall be retained for National
Records. A skier may elect to start at a speed higher than his division
maximum speed, up to his respective Open Division maximum speed, and
may not return to his division maximum speed on subsequent passes. Any
passes skied at that higher speed shall receive credit for buoys as though
they were being run at his division maximum speed.
Rationale: Probably a mistake in copy and paste.
PROPOSAL 13:

Better define slalom runoffs when using ZBS:

10.13C: The contestant with the most consecutive points earned at the
shortest rope length at the fastest speed where the miss occurred shall
be the winner of the event. Refer to Rule 10.14 (Ties).
1. In a case where two or more skiers have the same number of
consecutive points but at different boat speeds and/or rope
lengths, the skier with the fastest boat speed where the miss
occurred shall be declared the winner.
2.

If they still have the same score, the shortest rope length shall
be used to determine the winner.

10.13F Scoring Ties: The skier who scores the most consecutive points shall
be judged the winner.
10.14 Ties
A.

Definition: A tie shall exist when two or more skiers have the same
score, greater than zero., in consecutive points earned at the same
boat speed and line length (see 10.14B1). For situations where
two contestants have equal points but at different speeds and/or
line lengths, see Rule 10.13.C.

B.

Procedure to resolve:
1.

If a tie exists, there shall be a new drawing for running order.
Run-offs shall start by repeating the pass before the one in
which the miss occurred even when ZBS involves different
line lengths and speeds., except wWhen the tie occurs at
the skiers’ minimum starting speed, in which case the starting

speed will remain the same. The skier may optionally skip any
pass in the run-off. (See 10.13.C & 10.13.D if skiers tie again)
Rationale: With ZBS a tie will exist with the same buoy count where a runoff
might be necessary.
PROPOSAL 14: Rule 11.08B4 Change "LOC" to Chief Judge.
At the option of the Chief Judge LOC, a shore judge may be used to grant
rerides for conditions not physically observable by the video judges.
Rationale: The Chief Judge should decide whether a shore judge is
necessary.
PROPOSAL 15: 11.08E Remove
D. Official Timer: There shall be a timer on shore approximately in the center of the
course. Alternatively, there may be a timer stationed at each end of the trick course
with devices which actuate a timing device located approximately in the center of the
course. Where an automatic timing device is available which can select the median
of five or three separate triggering signals, the event judges may collectively serve
as the official timer.
E. Backup Timer: A backup timer, with audible signal, must be provided.
1.

In Class C tournaments and below, the backup timer and device for the
audible signal may be eliminated at the option of the Chief Judge.

2.

In Class F, at the option of the Chief Judge, the timer on shore may be
eliminated, in which case the boat judge shall become the timer, start the
stop watch and then sound the audible device at the end of the pass. If
there is no audible device available, the Chief Judge may have the boat
judge signal the start and end of the pass with a flag.

Rationale: Not necessary since there is a timer already required. Most
tournaments are using video.

PROPOSAL 16: National records set at World Championship/IWWF
tournaments (From TC Committee)
14.01 AWSA Recognition
The AWSA shall recognize records for slalom performances, jump distances,
and trick performances for each division listed under Rule 3.02 in
tournaments of Record Capability only. (Specific requirements for conducting
a Record Capability tournament appear in Rule 15.) Only US Citizens, with

USA-WSWS Full Active Membership are eligible to set AWSA records.
Citizens of other countries are not eligible to set AWSA records. However, a
competitor who skis for another federation in an international competition to
which the US sends a team, shall not be eligible to set a record for the
remainder of that calendar year, plus the following two calendar years,
following their performance in that international competition. U.S. skiers
may set AWSA records in international tournaments shown to meet the
standards of a tournament of Record Capability. Run-offs of ties are used
solely for determining placement; therefore, a run-off performance is not
eligible for consideration as a record.
The AWSA National Record Review Board will accept the
IWWF result (approved/rejected) of any U.S Skier performance that
meets the IWWF World Record (Open/U17/U21) requirements and
has been submitted as an IWWF World Record. An AWSA National
Record may equal but shall not exceed an IWWF World Record for
that division.
PROPOSAL 17: 15.06D1a-d
1) Delete the steps (15.06D1a thru d) in AWSA Rule rules for EC Video and
refer to the IWWF Rule Book for EC Video.
2) Added a statement that we can use an Approved Boat Path
Measurement System as stated in IWWF Rule book.
15.06 Technical Requirements
D. Slalom Requirements:
1.
End-course video or Approved Boat Path Measurement
System:
a. End Course Video and/or Approved Boat Path Measurement
System must be used in Class E/L/R tournament per IWWF
specifications Rules.
a. End Course shall be recorded in the Slalom event for all passes. A rigidly
mounted video camera shall be operated from a point on the centerline on
at least one end of the slalom course, adjusted to show all of the boat
guides in clear focus and equipped with sufficient power to display the far
entrance/exit gate occupying at least 1/6th of the full width of the screen
(1/3 width or larger is recommended).

b.It is recommended that a radio receiver be placed by the recorder so that
all radio transmissions are recorded on the audio track, and that the skier's
name and speed and/or line length be announced on each pass, and the
actual times recorded by the official timing devices also be announced.
c. A black 5cm (2”) (approximately) wide strip on the middle of the
windshield will be used to show up on the end course video. If the boat
already has a visible center mark on the windshield this is not necessary. A
visible mark would be a center seam between two halves of the windshield
or a center swing out window that would have vertical seams on either side
of center. The mark, if required would only need to come up approximately
half way to the top of the windshield, but be clearly visible in the end
course video.
d.A mark or small post on the top of the windshield that is visible in the
end-course video camera (both directions) shall be placed 20 cm from the
center of the windshield on both sides of the center to aid in the
determination of the 20 cm deviation (for onsite video review).
PROPOSAL 18: Remove diagrams on page 101.They are duplications and
are covered in rule 10.
PROPOSAL 19: Change Allowable Boat Adjustments
MasterCraft Ballast/ Weight System –
Tricks Only, the ProStar is approved in Tricks: 1) with a weight system; and
2) without a weight system. If the boat is used with the ballast/weight
system, it must be configured as it was tested and approved.
2021 & Later – If weighted, two options: 1) 200 pounds total, using
two sets of weight bags each totaling 100lbs installed in the two
rear compartment trays; or 2) 100 pounds total, using two sets of
weight bags each totaling 50lbs installed in the two rear
compartment trays. (See Rules Interpretations)
2020 & Earlier – If weighted, the configuration must include a full ballast /
fat sack in the bilge; inside the front floor compartment (150lbs). In
addition, 150lbs total using two sets of weight bags each totaling 75lbs
installed in the two rear compartment trays).
Rear storage compartment trays are located inside the top loading access
doors at the back of the boat.
The ProStar is not approved with any other configuration, in other words, a
user cannot simply put weight on the boat floor.

Rationale: Needed to put guidelines in place for skiers’ options when using
the 2021 or later MasterCraft since there were changes after boat tests.
Areas where the new guidelines for the ProStar are shown:
8.02B3. For tricks if equipped, the ballast system starting level may be chosen
by the skier (0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, or 100%). The skier may select +/- 50%
for his second pass based on his first pass selection. The LOC along with the
CJ may set a maximum upper ballast level. If so, the skier may not exceed
that limit when selecting a second pass change. See rules interpretations
and Allowable Boat Adjustment Chart for newest guidelines
Rules Interpretation Section wording:
2021 MasterCraft Weight System:
• Weight bags must be approved by the boat owner before using in their
boat
• Weight bags must be placed in the rear compartment trays as
designated by MasterCraft
• No weight bag changes will be allowed between a skier's first & second
pass
• Weight bags can be taken in/out between skiers to any of the
approved configurations (No weight, 100 lbs., or 200 lbs.)
• No additional ballast is allowed
• Tournament supplied weight in 8.02(B)(2) may be used for balancing
the boat
PROPOSAL 20: Nationals Qualification Chart

Divisions
B1/G1
B2/G2
B3/G3
B4/G4
B5/G5
M1/W1
M2/W2
M3/W3
M4/W4
M5/W5
M6
W6

Slalom
E/L*
E/L*
E/L*
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L

Trick
E/L*
E/L*
E/L*
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
E/L*

Jump
-L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
E/L*

M7-8
L
E/L*
E/L*
W7-8
E/L*
E/L*
E/L*
M9-11/W9-11
E/L*
E/L*
E/L*
MM/MW
L
L
L
OM/OW
R
R
R
Trick divisions that may expect scores of 10,000 points or higher should be run as
an "R" classification. Skiers must request Class R for an IWWF World
Record in the U17 and U21 divisions.
*Class L At the option of the skier

Rationale: By keeping Class E for B/G 1-3 still allows the use the light line
for slalom. Added M/W 11 (typo). Also change the slalom Class for W7-11
and M9-11 to L for IWWF standings list. There are no differences in slalom
except the higher standard of judging which would need to be used anyway.
PROPOSAL 21: Motion to remove first sentence at bottom of Classification
chart above.

